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• Lisca van der Eijk-de Ruijter

• ChristenUnie

• Rotterdam

• Christian

• 2 cats (best decision ever)



Christian Politics Content

• Basics of Christian Politics

– Christian Political Thinking

– Bible

– Values

• Christian Politics





Christian Political Thinking

• Government: neutrality impossible, but:
impartiality a must

• always SOME life- and worldview prevails: liberal, 
socialist, christian… or some mixture

• ‘Every budget is a moral document’ (Wallis)
• But: impartiality – with respect to religion, 

ethnicity, ... – remains a political virtue



Basics: Bible I

• Christian politicians:

– Joseph’s economy (Genesis 41:34-36)

– Daniel as Prime-minister (Daniel 2:48)

– Salomon as wise King (1 Kings 3:16-28)

– Job as leader (Job 29:25)

– etc.





Basics: Bible II

• Christian politics:

– Peace (Jeremiah 29)

– Right (Amos 5:24)

– Social (Job 29)

– Well being of people (Romans 13)



Government: neutrality impossible,
but: impartiality a must

• always SOME life- and worldview prevails: liberal, 
socialist, christian… or some mixture

• ‘Every budget is a moral document’ (Wallis)

• But: impartiality – with respect to religion, 
ethnicity, ... – remains a political virtue

Christian Political ThinkingChristian Values I

• Christian politician

– Follower of Christ

– Readable letter (2 Cor. 13)

– Spiritual people, in and outside politics

– Thinking before saying

– Relaxed, honest, fair 





Christian Values II

• Christian politician

– Remembering created by God

– Living in God’s creation – and responsible 
therefore!

– Searching for peace, wellbeing, spirituality and 
righteousness – right for everyone!

– Always looking forward to the coming Kingdom of 
God



7. Actual political coalitions and compromises 

6. Actual political positions/voting

5. Political program

4. Vision document

3. Vision on govt/society

2. Having a life- and worldview

1. Living as Christian citizens practically
following Christ, meeting in bible-oriented communities

0.‘Christ is Lord’ – basic reality, basic confession

Christian politics: 

from basic confession 

to political positions and coalitions

the

hour-

glass of 

Christ-

ian 

politics



A BIBLICAL AND CHRISTIAN VIEW AT LIFE 

GOD

YOU CREATIONNEIGHBOR

A RELATIONAL VIEW AT LIFE





Science

Government

Sport clubs

Church

Family

Economy

Healthcare

Education

Society

Societal Spheres of Separated 

Sovereignty view of government



Talking points during your next 
coffee break…

• Was Jesus a politician?

• ''Where is my sitio?''

• In the world, not of the world?


